LIGHTING RETROFIT SUCCESS
CENTRACARE HEALTH PLAZA

Goal:

Replace all of CentraCare Health Plaza’s florescent lighting with LED bulbs.

Results:

10,000 florescent bulbs replaced with LED bulbs at the Plaza clinic.
One Year payback with annual bill savings of $90,000.

CentraCare Health has always been a leader in Minnesota and the St. Cloud community. Recently one of their
healthcare facilities has illuminated a new type of leadership – one of energy and cost savings from using LED
lighting technology. The Health System also demonstrated that
lighting retrofits are not only for older buildings – replacing
“It’s such an easy project – you can
nearly all the fixtures in CentraCare’s Health Plaza made financial
just buy the bulbs yourself, and swap
sense, despite the building being only 15 years old. CentraCare’s
them out yourself.”
Sustainability Specialist, Dustin Maddy, hopes that St. Cloud
businesses large and small will see the same cost saving and
-Dustin Maddy
operational benefits and follow suit.

The Technology

Sustainability Specialist

Lighting may be a hot topic right now, but one type of LED light in particular was of interest to CentraCare’s
Sustainability Specialist. “Plug-and-play” LED bulbs allowed the facility to switch out linear fluorescent (tube)
lighting for LED without replacing the fixtures. For CentraCare Health Plaza clinic, this meant no rewiring, no
new ballasts, and it eliminated the need for electrician services (the LEDs are compatible with the existing
fluorescent ballasts). The project caused minimal disruptions to operations. After watching the price of such
bulbs drop to under $10 per bulb, Maddy knew the project timing was ripe.

Immediate Results
“The most exciting part of the project has been the immediate results we are getting. We changed out our
10,000 bulbs—each saves about 12 watts—that’s 120,000 less watts all day long that are showing up on our
bills already,” Maddy commented. In total, the lighting project will cut $90,000 from the Plaza Clinic’s bottom
line each year.

One Year Payback
Labor included, the lighting project at CentraCare Health Plaza’s half-a-million square foot facility cost
$120,000. After a nearly $40,000 rebate from Xcel Energy the entire project will pay for itself in less than a
year. “We went this way because of the economics,” Dustin said. The paybacks on other benefits like reducing
emissions and working towards CentraCare’s sustainability mission were realized immediately.

ST. CLOUD AND XCEL ENERGY ARE PLEASED TO WORK TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE OUR COMMUNITY GOALS.

Happy Patrons
Regarding the lighting upgrades, Dustin commented that the whole process has “been a cakewalk.” While
some employees initially voiced concerns about the color of the new lights, addressing those concerns was
an easy fix. The LED manufacturer had bulbs in a color
temperature that staff liked. Dustin was able to make these
changes early in the retrofit process, without impacting the
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project timeline, scope, or costs. After responding to this
employee concern Maddy confirms that the project has been
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“going really, really well.”

Xcel Energy Lighting Rebates
Overall, it was extremely easy to apply for the lighting rebates.
Most of the replacements fit cleanly into the rebate forms already
available on Xcel Energy’s website. For the other lighting
changes, Dustin will apply for an Xcel Energy custom rebate once
the project is complete in November 2017.
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Project Payback: 1 year

In fact, this project has worked out so well for the health care system that CentraCare has already begun
replacing all of the lighting at St. Cloud Hospital, CentraCare’s largest facility. This project will likely not be
complete until early 2018. By that time, Xcel Energy’s new rebate rates will be in effect in alignment with
national lighting standards. Even with the reduced rebates, the payback on the project is expected to be just
over a year.

Advice for St. Cloud Businesses
What is Dustin’s advice for other St. Cloud businesses? Look into rebates and projects. For these LED’s Dustin
insists that “it’s such an easy project – you can just buy the bulbs yourself, and swap them out yourself.” The
simplicity of current LED lighting means that any sized facility can easily make the switch.

Interested in energy saving programs for your business? Contact an Xcel Energy efficiency specialist:
1-855-839-8862 (8am to 5pm) or online at xcelenergy.com/Business
If Xcel Energy is not your electric provider, call your provider for details about lighting rebates.
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